Oxidative stress is defined as a shift in the delicate balance between the production of ROS and 21 their neutralization via the antioxidant defence or oxidative damage repair systems, such that 22 there is an increase in the level of oxidative damage [3,4]. This damage contributes to the gradual 23
deterioration of bodily function over time, and is thought to be a major factor underlying 24 senescence [4] , although the link is not as straightforward as once presumed [5] . This has led to 25 the hypothesis that oxidative stress could be a key mechanism underlying the trade-off between 26 reproductive effort and lifespan: greater investment in reproduction might result in faster somatic 27 deterioration (and hence reduced life expectancy) since increased allocation to reproduction 28 means that the body can no longer invest so heavily in defence against oxidative stress [6] [7] [8] . This 29 hypothesis therefore predicts both that increased reproductive effort is associated with increased 30 oxidative damage to the soma, and that the damage shortens lifespan.
32
An apparent lack of evidence for the hypothesis 33 Much of the early work (including our own) purporting to investigate the links between life history 34 strategies and oxidative stress was inconclusive since there was too much of a focus on 35 antioxidant defences rather than oxidative damage or repair. A reduction in antioxidant defences 36 in breeding individuals is hard to interpret in the absence of concurrent measurements of damage, 37 since it could indicate either that the defences are depleted by a high rate of ROS production (or a 38 need to shift resources away from this defence system), or that a reduced production of ROS 39 means that defences have been down-regulated due to their not being needed [6] [7] [8] . We need to 40 know the extent to which ROS production levels are overwhelming defence capability and 41 generating damage, and so measuring antioxidant defences is not sufficient. In order to look for 42 evidence of oxidative stress it is therefore better to measure as many components of the system 43 as possible (i.e. levels of damage and repair as well as antioxidants [6, 8] The same approach must now be adopted in studies that measure oxidative stress. The The table indicates whether the study took place in the wild or in laboratory conditions (in which 
